
555 GOLF ACADEMY 

‘PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE’ 

 

‘SHORT GAME DRILLS’ 
 

 

THE 100 FOOT TAPE 
 

 
The ‘Great Game Of Golf’ is really purely about ‘Distance & Direction’. No argument! 

 

The ‘Short Game’, everything inside your ‘Full Swing Pitching Wedge’, focuses on ‘Distance’ as 

the cornerstone or fulcrum. Hitting it straight is less of a challenge than striking the ball precise 

‘Distances’. 

 

This ‘Short Game’ certainly includes ‘Pitching, Chipping and Putting’. 

 

Let us invest a few moments in ‘Chipping and Long Putting’. This is where this subject ‘Bullet 

Proof Drill’ comes into play. Let us consider 25 foot ‘Putting and Chipping’. We do not want to 

be making those ‘Long Putts’ very often, but, like it or not, we do. So let’s practice them. You 

never make even one ‘Putt or Chip’ with out knowing the precise yardage ... ever! Pretty strong 

words? 

 

In my studies, we carefully determined, over thousands of trials, that simply knowing the ‘Precise 

Yardage or Footage In Putting and Chipping’ improves your opportunity for success by 24% with 

these tow procedures. Who would not take that improvement any place, any time? 

 

There is a great way to apply this ‘Distance Data’ to your practice regimen. Interested? 

 

Buy a ‘100 Foot Tape’ from your local ‘Home Depot’, ‘Lowes’, or any hardware outlet. The 

hooked tab end of the tape has a loop or hole in it. Buy a small climbing snap ring and thread it 

through the hole. Place the ‘Snap Ring’ around the ‘Flag Stick’. Release the tape lock, if it has 

one, and walk to the ball. Lay the tape across the ball. Read the tape! Now you know precisely 

how far you are from the center cup! 

 

Visualize ... Pull the right club ... Pre-Shot Routine ... Body Clocking or the One Inch Rule to 

control the energy … Execute! Three shots from this ‘Distance’! Move to a new location with 

different circumstance. Tape it! Repeat the whole process!       
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